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The designation "employment and training" reflects a debate that has persisted -throughout
the history of these programs. Should the emphasis be on employability or employmept?.Which

Ids the greater promise of a sucessfufworking career for a disadvantaged pecson? Underlying
tha ebate is another: Are employability skills best developed on the job or in training

,..
institutions?

Opportunities Industrialization Centers (OIC's) were started to roe& the challenge posed by
employers being boycotted by the black community in Philadelphia, which' felt they
discriminated againstblack workers in hiring. In response to employer promises toliiie blaCk
residents who had the needed skills, centers were set up to provide classroom training. As OIC
expanded to become a nationwide community-based organization, it retained its preference for
this type of traming. However, the OIC method involves considerably more than teaching
occupational skills. Underlying its approach is the belief that thezreatest obstacle faced by mojst
disadvantaged persons is lack of pride and self-confidence. A classroom setting glies inSeructors
the opportunity to accompany and even precede skill training with instruction in race pride,
grooMing, and personaldevelop ment. Motivation ill, objective of the Feeder Program, which
is the key component of the OIC approach to classroom training. .

The OK moderis not the only or the most universally accepted model for classroom training,
just as classroom training is not always the preferred type of training. But the NC model is a
widely used one, and there is'strong evidence of its su ess with the appropriate clientele under
the right circumstances asid with committed administ ators. Hence every practitioner of the

t.
employment and training arts should be familiar with t e OIC philosophy and itijinidications

4 0
for training practice.

1

Cat Pressley and Jim McGraw are able advociltes of that philsophy., Pressley is the exeptiire
director of Opporturtititslndustrializaliontieter of Gre ter New York; Inc.; and McGritw is
managing editor of TO Adherent,*professitral journ

._ ,

published by the OIC Executive
,Directors Association. \ , . , ,1

As with all other monographs in this series, the author's iliews and experience are presented
for other practitioners to gather and adopt what they find useful. . .

.c,

larth L. Makin
Series Editor
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INTRODUCTION
r

The operative idea in writing this paper was; "If you were to
advise the staff director of a new CETA prime sponsor on
how to handle classroom training,'what would you say?" The
authors tried to sort out the accumulated gripes and con-
ventional wisdoms expressed about_the field: That there's
mope to classroom training than meets the eye, that there are
temptations and pitfalls.that must be avoided; that prime
sponsors and the clientele they are supposed to serve must be
true partners in the, training process; and that. classroom
training in.egPloyment and training prograins ought to make
a contribution to rear vocational, preparation that will
revitalize, reorient, and help restructure the educational sys:;
tem and educational understanding of the United States.
"Tiffs paper considers some basic questions: Why is

'classroom training both desirable and necessary? Who is best ;
suited for classroom training? What subjects and,vocationall
skills are best taught in the-classroom? Which ones require ai
different approach and setting? How should classroom
training be conducted? Where and when should, classroord,
training take place? In attempting to answer such questiods,
this paper4elies heavily and Consciously upon the classroom
training experience and philosophy of the Opportunitiels
IndustrializationCenters, recognieing,t hat the 01C pattern !s,
but one approach among many used by community -bas d.
and gm;ernment training programs. But it is the one the
authors know best and to which they are committed:

te.

I

Motivations for
Classrsiom 'Training

I

Classroom training became a component of the em
meat and training programs of the (960's in isart use

traditional educational preparation was found noti ably
lacking on two Accounts. First, there was a lack of lin ages
between public school, college, and university classroo sand
the real world of work. Because they could not brain
adequately trained new .peisonnel frdm traditional ca-

tional programs, business and industry became incr singly

4*.
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involved in the training process. More often than not, some
kind of on-the-job training was necessary after hiring to
transform new employees into knowledgeableand productive
"workers. Even though passing through some stage of the
traditional education process was usually a requirement for`
getting a job, something mortwas required to enable a person
to actually perform that job.

Second, a substantial segment of those rillo entered the
traditional education system were not reached by its effort;
for one mason or another. k large part, those unreachables
came from the ranks of the poor,-rdost otten from minority
ethnic groups. They comprised a societal subgroup called "the
disadviintaged" They came tO the public school classroom;
kith a unique mix of special problems--poverty, deprivation,
and isolation from oppeirtunity.4The public school classroom
was often as foreign toAi vantaged students as their own
life struggles Were to 'man of those who taught there, The
assumptions, the langua , and theemethodologies of the
traditional public t choo -clasiroom were not geared to
communicate with the m t severely disadvantaged studehts
and inspirtiern with hi levels of aspiralionand vocational
potiptial: As most peop e do when they find themselyes in a
sit alkyl where they are -not understood and_ feel'
uncomfOrtable, disadv ntaged students removed themselves
in large numbers from e uncomfortable situation..Some call
them "dropouts," whi others prefer the term'"pushouts."

Whether by ins. sitivity or design, the traditional
education system seemed to be geared toward educating the'
top quarter of its students not necessarily .the brightte,
students, but rather those who were willing and able to adapt
to the desires and demands of the 'system itself. Non ;;
disruptii,e students those who accepted, the rules-of propel/
conduct, who were willing and attentive listeners, and WhO
faithfully completed assigned homeiworkwere likely to get
ahead. Students who were considered uncooperative tr
hostile were encouraged out of the system.

If such students did' not take the Initiative in removiing
themselves frOm the classroom, they were frequently shunted

`into
special sch ols or special classes, whembeing branded as

misfits, they s on came.'to accept that stigma as the taw
measure of t r ownliorth and potential gn life. Guidance
counseling an pupil placement were most often basedupon a



student's prior academic record (that is the success pattern
designed by the existing system) rather than on an unbiased,
sineemattempt to es aluate each individual student's personal
ambirioNs and personal potential. Yet with all of the'sf
shortcomings. the classroom Was still an.essential setting in
the learning process. It could not be abandoned: how could it

' be made more effective,

Classroom Training
in Employment
`and Training Programs

tong term conflicts related to the disparity between. the
skill needs of the labor market and the objeives set for itself
by a schooling system dominated by pose trained and
emplOyed in "higher" education characterize the history of
oration] educatibn, a history that need not be recounted

here. It is sufficient to say that classroom training originated
as an attempt to build connections with the labor market for
those not prepared for employment by. other educational
forms. As the pool of those without successful connections to
the labdr mtrket grew during,the post-World War II years,
classroom training efforts were accelerated accordingly. The
pace of technological advance, which created, a need for new
and more technical skills in business and industry, also
created an ever larger subgroup of the unskilled, uneducated,
and unemployable who were untonnecced to the labor
market. Many of those in the subgroup were neither dropouts
nor, pushouts from the high schools. They Simply had not
gone to high school. This was especially true of adults who,
had migrated to northern metropolitan areas from the South
during the Great Dspression orlluring World War II and the
pbstswar era. For manysuch personi, a highschooleducation

-was not a requirement, often not an option, and frequently
not even a consideration.

During 'the 1950's, rising unemployment continued to
mock the platitudes written'into the Employment Act of 1946.
l'he decade of the 1960's produced further legislation
designed to develop human resources. Abriost annually
throughout the decade, federal. legislation was enacted to
provide additional training and work experiences in the hope
that the unemployed and ,unemployable might somehow be
connected to the labor market. This legislation included
Area Redevelopment-Act of 1961, the Manpower Develop-
ment and Training Act tvIDTA) of 1'962, the Vocitional
Educational Education Act of 1963, the Economic
Opportunity Act (EQA) of 1964, the Civil Rights Act of 1V4
(Title VU), several amendments to MDTA and EOA.

1 1967 amendments to the.S'ocial Security Act. and the 1968
amendments to the Vocational Education Act.

Under MDTA, classroom training becariie accepted and
supported by federal ids as a posiible way of connecting the

-- unconnected ico the labor mifket.I MDTA classroom
training took three forms: (I) Single-occupation, class-size

*

projects. (2) multi-occupation mojects, usually in skills
centers; and (3) individual referral toongoing vocational
courses. Single-occupation classes were initially designed to
retrain potentially employable persons whose skills had

come obsolete. An occupation offering "reasonable
. pectation of employment" would be idenpfied. a course in

it would be scheduled in an existing vocational training
institution. and eligible unemployed persons would be
referred to it., However. the single-occupation classroom'
approach- suffered severe limitations.' Potential,.,tr,ainees had
no real occupational choice. They took the preselected
M DTA offerings or else remained in the ranks of the
unemployed arldunemployable..Since there was no open
entry and open exit framework, slogs vacated' by prog ,am
dropouts remained vacant until the course was completed,
perhaps for as long as six months.

.,

Most devastating to meeting real human resource
development needs. many school dropouts, or pushouts, and
others in need of remedial training were unlikely to profit
greatly from the training because the offerings and settings
were little different from those in which they had already
failed .Claisroom training programs also operated the
restraints of limited funds and, limiting guidelines. Training
. was expected to be conducted at low per capita costs and in
occupational areas wl "reasonable expectation of emplby-

.ment." which too oft translated into high turnover occupa-
tions. MDTA training focused primarily upon automotive
repair, auto body repair, welding, production machine
operation, office occupations, food services, and health
occupations. . . v ".

' Skills. centers were developed out or this experience to
broaden the range of occupational choice and to combine
supportive service's with skills training. From five to twenty-
five occupations might be taught in the same facility with the
enrollee undergoing an orientation' phase before being
channeled into the most appropriate occupational area.
Advocacy counseling, remedial basic education, English as a
second language, placement, and supportive services were
ayailable at the training site. However, many of the skills
centers fell short of that ideal. Training was often Oven in
inferior facilities, . using old and sometimes outdated
equipment. The tar "disadvantaged!' all too often described
both the training environment and its clientele. The limited
rumba- of training slots available.meant that most of the time
enfttlees were assigned to the slots that were open rather thin
those they might have preferred.

Toward the end of the M DIAdecade, there was a growing
tendency to refer individuals to on-going postsecondary
vocational training activities. This had the advantage of
bringing MDTA 'enrolled into mainstream.institutions. But
the individuals referred had to be'sufftciently capable td be
trained without' supportive seryiceS and to compete with tkeir
less disadvantaged dltsmates. .

But in spite of these and other built-in obstacles,' new
concepts and new approaches were introduced into the

e
the following cot ls! on sktaitarall under rA is blue upon the gesenptton end eysIthat on
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classroom. Individualized .ingtruction allowed a studerct to
learn of his or her own pace rather than feeling the pressure to
keep up with the progress of peers. An open entry and open
exit pOli,cy enabled trainees toenter the program at any point
during the year and to leave Whenever they were ready for
employ:0V: Ther*ster approach trained enrollees in a
broad skill' area frorffiwhich they could be placed in several
specific occupationi. Categories 'of "Occupational expertise
werrfe-cognind. Ind trainees wire permitted to "spin off" into
employment at different occupational levels In short: a new
understanding of the possibilities and potential of classroom
training'came Ato being and into practice.

The OIC Approach
5 44.

Along with MbTA4I'multi-occupailonalfacilities and skills
centers, crimiiiity-based skills training efforts, such as
Operation SKR (Services, Employment, and Redevelop-.
ment) and tie Opportunities. Industrialization Centers, were
established Organized in Philadelphia in 4964, OIC grew to
more thin a.hundred training centers in local communities
throughout the country The OIC clasvimm training model
was developed in response i/o locaLemployment conditions
and training needs in Philadelphia and came as a result of a
series of consumer boycotts (called the Selective Patronage
Campaign) directed at companies that discriminated against
black workers in their hiring practics. The Selective
Patronage Campaign sucessfully opened new job slots, but
job-ready black workers were not immediately available to fill
the new job openings. Bernard E. Anderson deicridlhe
problem as follows. "Although most workers develop skills.
on the job, the worker must exhibit a minimum level of basic
educgtidn and a capacity to be trained in order to be
successful. )ecause of long years of discrimination and
exposure to poor public school education, many black job

'applicants did not have the .necessav sills and industrial
orientation, to ualifY for even the entrf level j "2

Three fundame 1 principles provided the fp dation for
the 'first OIC classy rn tralhing effort and remain the
cornerstone of the 01 philosophy and training model in
ce ters thrOughout the country. First, training must be
d. ected toward serving the needs of the "whole" person and

t emphasize attitudinal dellelopment and motivation
along with the acquisition of markeiablo skills. Second.
traininenust feat° good jobs with a futurejobs that pay.
decent ,wages and offer the opportunity for career
advancement. Such training requires a close working
relationship -with 'business and industry to determine what

, -skills should be.taughtwhat kind of equipment is necessary,
and what skills will be needed in, the future labor market.
Finally, the classroom training program' must have the

4
46esnectt F Anderson. I& opporiwooks Indutosairsomm Cotsen A Ow** of Communois

awed 41401,04,, Smuts. Seanpowtt ani Human Resources Studlet. No 6 (Pliliadelplim Industmala
Ressamliffnal rim finstim School. Unseemly of P nnsylimme. 39361, p 30
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support,. counsel, and input of local community repre-
sentatives in its design and operation.'

The Comprehensive
EMployinent and Training Act

With the enactment of the Comp4hensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA) of 1973, the decision-Making focus
of employment and training was shifted substantially from
Washington, D.C,, to municipalities, counties, and regions
throughout the country. Federal funds were no longer given
categorically to individual training projects, but were given
instead to local prime sponsors to distribute according to
manpower plans they .themselves developed for their
particular areas. Use of CETA funds were authorized under
five titles, with a sixth title being added in late 1974 to
establish a temporary nationwide public service employment
program.

Title I provided (units for comprehensive employment and
training services through local prime sponsors. Title 11
provided for transitional public service employment in areas,
of high unemployment. Title Ill provided funds for programs
serving the needs of specific population segments, snob as
youth. native Americabs, and migrant workers. Title IV
continued the J ob Corps, and Title V established the National
Commission for Manpower Policy. an independent advisory
group to the'Secretary of Labor and Congress.

At the outset of CETA implementation, more funds
seemed to be available for classroom training than had been
accessible under the former categorical approach. Programs
that had the structure and experience to put funds to
iratnediate use had little difficulty getting classroom training'
dollars. .

But theinitial prosperity was short lived. The launching of
CETA and `the beginning of the 1974 recession were
coincidental but simultaneous, Budget cutbacks in major
cities caused massive layoffs of municipal workers, and some
prime sponsors began using CETA funds illegally to rehire
laid-off city employees. In addition, as unemployment figares
rose, CETA funds intended for training were shifted to-
activities providing immediate work. More and more, CETA
became an 'income transfer mechanism. The short run
attraction of pyitting people to work immediately caused
some prime sponsors to ignore the long run benefit's of
investing in classroom training.

But prime sponsors have a responsibility to carefully
consider the real and lasting labor market and human,
resource needs of their areas. In developing their plans; prime,
sponsors should ask themselves, "What are the advantages of
classroom training, and how do 1 decide if it is the best
training approach "for potential clients in my area?" The
remainder of this nionogtaph .is directed to, those who
disoover positive answers to that question..

. pp 11.31
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2. ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES, AND
PRECONSIDERATIONS FOR CLASSROOM TRAINING

I ,

CI sroom trainingrin CETA terms, may be defined as the
occu oral skills training that results from the interaction
betty en a group of students and teachers in a clissroom
set ng other than a work site. Classroom trainng may be
conducted in a conventional vocational- technical school, in a
community college, or in a skills center designed specifically
for training disadvantaged . workers. ft may be a multi-
occupational type facility or a classroom oriented toward a
single occupation. It may provide special supportive services
to the trainees or refer them indiyidually to a regular course

' for nondisadvantaied students. But classroom training
differes from onthe-job training and work experience pro-
grams in that trainees are away from the job site durirkg the
classroom training period.,

. e
.

The Case for Classroom
Training"

Classroom training has several advantages, especfally for
those individuals who have not been receptive to more
traditional educational approaches.

The Qualitative Aspects

As advocates, we are convinced that classroom training,
when successfully completed, tends' to produce more

ipermanently trained individuals than do other kinds of
training. this is evidenced ip after-training wages and job
retention. On-the-job training has theiadvantage of including
placement, whereas classroom graduates still have to find a
job. However, th,ere is evidence that classroom training tends
to produce individuals who are more likely to stay on a job

. after they have been placed, essJikely to need retraining six
. ,

months or a year after placement, and more likely to be
promoted.

For example, the 1976 evaluation of CETA Title 1

programs in New York City showed That the classrokin
training placement rate (56 percent) was second only to on.
the-job training (71 percent), and classroom training gradu-
ates earned the highest average post-CETA wage,($3.94 per

, hour). Evaluation of the New York OIC during the same
period showed a job retentin rate of 87 percent after ninety
days on the job.

_Properly done, classroom training can provide a setting and
a framework wherein all the varous aspects of skills training,
job preparation, and job readiness are cotsidered. In those

"N institutional settings where instruction in a variety of
occupational skills is offered, enrollees may have a choice of
occupatiOns. Their career options are as open as they ideally
are in the tiaditional educational system. Unlike oitilthe-job
training orleferral to a single occupation classroom setting,

iCenrollees in multi classroom training facilities
have a portuniiylo choose and test possible occupations
before having to make long-term commitments to a particular
job. ft

.During ,the clastroom training 'process, trainees should
learn the requirapis and employer expeditions in the par-

(ticiilar occupational skills area they have.chosen. They are
introduced to occupational demands. They master not only
the required' skills but also the occupational role thw will be
expected -to carry out. Classroom training allows tbinees to
build confidence within themselves, and trust in their own
abilities befoie having their skills 'proficiency tested in actual
job performance. Such ii. psycholpgicelmadvantage pays
dividends in employee performance, employer satisfaction,
and job retention. Classroom training graduates go to their
new jobs confident that they caNdo the work expected of
them. And employers receive job-ready employees.

Classroom training participants noroitly acquire necessay
occupfitional skills but also develop perienal disciplibe and
participation habits that carry. over into tl* work setting.
Those who have disciplined themselves to attend classes

5
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regularly during the weeks or months of classroom training
are less likely to be chronically absent from work.

in addition, classroom training participants should be well
known by their teachers and their counselors. If so, classroorA
training pros ides the opportunity for a cooperatn. e staff to
thoroughly assess a trainee and to improve upon attitudes and
beha% tor patterns prior to actual job placement. Classroom
training participants receive skills training along with
personal guidance and other' necessary supportive services to
enable their smooth trapsition to the world of work. In those
programs that fulfill their true potential and responsibility.
classroom training participants are viewed as whole persons.
with both vocational and personal needs, and the classroom
training setting becomes a laboratory for personal growth (of
which skills acquisition is only a part).

Ideally, the classroom training structure can permit
persons in charge of job placement to do a better placement
job. The staff should know more about the graduates they are
recommending to employers than do staff who place
indiViduals as direct referrals (or enroll them in on-the-job
training or work experience or hire them to fill public service
employment Ors), Thus, classroom training can provide the
structure, the staff arrangemet and the instructional
environment for the full probing and processing of
potentialities. It is equally concerned with the actual needs of
the potential employer and the potential employee.
Classroom training is designed -to produce a satisfied.
proficient, and productive employee, which should result in
pleased, persuaded. and contented employers.

As a Hold_ingPattern

Classroom training also has a hidden advantage during
periods of abnormally high unemployment, especially with
regard to serving'the needs of disadvantaged youth. Almost
one out of five of the nine million youth aged Sixteen to
nineren in the labor' force is unemployed, creating an
uneMployment rate triple that for adults. Unemployment
among black youth is twice that of white youth, and official
statistics dd not reflect the situation of the most *erely
disadvantaged who have dropped out of both school and the
labor market.

Classroom training recognizes the current reality that the
society cannot support all of its potential labor force..
Classroom training performs a societal function similar to
that of the colleges and universities in the traditional
education system, but it directs its services to a different
population. Classroom training keeps unemployed and
previously unemployable individuals out of the labor force
longer than do other types of training. It also provides these
individuals with a better entry point into the labor market at
the end of the training period than they would have had
without the benefit of the classroom training experience.

The abnormally high unemployment rate aniong youth
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between the ages of sixteen and nineteen probably results less
from their work performance potential than it does from the
competition with older. more experienced workers for
existing jobs. When the competition for jobs is keen.
employers are most likely to opt for maturity and experience
in choosing their personnel. Thus, a CETA prime sponsor
would be well ad% ised to accept the fact that certain special
groups of individuals will not be readily absorbed into the
labor market. Acting on that fact, the sponsor can create
classroom, training opportunities for those individuals:which
will offer decent employment opportunities at the end of
training. While performing a shortterm function of removing
persons from the labor market, classroom training also
provides a long-term service that is not accomplished by other .

short-term crisis programs such as work experience and
public service employment. Classroom, training seeks to
transfer individuals from the ranks of the unempldyed and
unemployable to the status of workers with income earning
capability. rather than merely transferring payments to the
currently jobless.

Program Independence

One furthe?advantige of the classroom training approach
merits mention. Even though classroom training programs
should involve representatives of business and industry in
every phase of program operation and design (such as
gathering.local labor'tharket information, choosing those
occupational skills that are in demand and will be in demand
in the future, and, designing a curriculum to teach skills
proficiency in those chosen areas'providing jobs for after-
training placement), classroom training nevertheless main-
tains a more independent stance from business and industry
than do other training approaches. On-the-job training, for
example, is at the mercy of the whims and enthusiasm of
business arid" industry. When business and industry feel
pressure to participate, training flourishes. But the relaxaticin
of pressure it usually accompanied by dwindling business and
industrial ?articipation, in training efforts..

Pressure may take the form of a perceived moral and social
obligation or a practical personnel need. When employers
need workers, they are naturally more enthusiastic about
participating in training programs to provide those workers.
Or when the government actively pursues equal employment
opportunity measures through organizations such as the
National Alliance of Businessmen, husiness and industry will
add on:the-job training as an appendage to their other
activities, even if there is really no strong commitment to such
training programs. But the participatory. enthusiasm in
business and industry fluctuates with economic and
government ptessures.

Of course, classroom training all too often falls short of its
potential. Ideals are to be pursued and approached but rarely
achieved.

---.-.
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The Disadva9tages of Classroom
Training

Even though classroom training is a more independent
training approach and tends to pfoduce greater long-term
benefits. it is not always the best training mech nism for all
occupations or every local labor market area. 74"

Lack of Flexibility

Classroom training is the least flexible training approach.
Classroom training programs require a costly investment in
staff, equipment purchase, and classroom facilities. Such
programs take. a great 'deal of time to set up; and once
established, they are costly to dismantle. Unlike on-the-job
training, public service employment. or work experience,
classroom training programs tend to acquiran institutional
life of their own and are nearly as difficult to dismantle as
colleges and universities. Thtls, 'after an investment in
classroom training has been made and the training process- -
has been set in ;notion,. it is much more difficult for a prime
sponsor to shift over to a different approach than it would be
with on-the-job training or work experience programs.

. I

Information Requirements

The dominant concern of the prime sponsor who decidesto
ingest in "classroom training is that such training must be
relyant. It must be relevant to the real needs oft he local labor
market area and to the real needs of the people enrolled. Such
relevance requires a careful, and complete compilati of
labot market information, the involvement of representat es
of business and industry in technical assistaute and techni I

advisory capacities, and the consultation and advice during
the plinning process of those who are "in touch" with the
target population to be served and who understand their true
needs and aspirations.

It is simply not possible to garner the necessary information
needed for knowing labor market needs and trendsand for
designing classroom training programs-.based on that
informationfrom monthljt reports issued by the Bureau of
Lab/Or Statistics. state labor department job projections, Or
job bank listings from, the employment service. A more
comprehensive and innovative Approach to gathering labor
market infOrmation is needed. And as Donald Menzi has
pointed Mit. CETA legislation allows prime sponsors to take
the initiative in creating labor market analysis. CETA
provides money to local prime sponsors for employment,
training, and supportive services and for "other activities,"
Says Menzi; "This 'other activities' money ,fliatt's it. possible
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for t he first time to create a rharket for local area labor market
information and analysis. Nbw. because there are funds to'
pay for data and to obuy the time for- economists an
researchers, local plarrners may begin to get some of the basic
tools needed to do the jot.'

To approve and make present labor m arket data systems'
more relevant to local prime sponsor planning needs...Menzi
suggests the following changes. which could be accehnplished
at a relatively low cost (compared with other employtitent and
training program outlays):

The categories used in tabulating administrative data need to 6e re-
examined to make sure that tables are as relevant as possible The most
obvious examples are geographical breakdowns. which should conform to
gtnernmerital jurisdictions, not just IQ agencies' iilituitstratofe districts.
Data on tile industry affiliation of U I beneficiaries should also be brokereout
as find) as are tables of employment covered by the Unemployment
Insurance system When this is done, it is phobic lb calculate insured
unemploymentz rates on an industry-by-industry basis, which as helpfulin
keeping track of what is happening in diverse segments of local economies

Arrangements should be made for per odic special tabulatiOns, such as the
characteristics of low, medium and high wage Ut beneficiaries Annual
industej-occupation-median wage tables oflob orders placed in job banks
can present a diore detailed picture of local economies Cross-tabulations of
the personal characteristic of Employment Service placements byindustry,
by occupation, or by wage would tell us something about the way various
categories of job-seekers fit into that picture

New sources of administrative data can also be developed The 'tax
withholding system could, for example, tell us something about ;labor
turnover Newly appealing social security numbers imply additions to the
payroll, deletions imply tero' cations from employment It appears. in other
words, that these records could ,provide information on hiring and
termination patterns roughly comparable to data on labor turnover rates, but
without the limitations of sample-based data 5

1
Where Are the Jobs?

The greatest disadvantage of classroom -training isitgli
dependence upon the availability bf a job immediately upon
completion of the training program. for on-the-job training
(OJT), the job is built in. The classroom trainee .is better
prepared, but that is no help if no job is available, and delay in
placement will convince' not only the trainee but others in the
community that the program is a farce.

The key to 'comparing the advantages and disadvant ages of
classroom training with alternative methods 01' improving '
employability is to recognize the differences in objectives.
Work experience is a holding pattern from which income and
possibly some familiarity with work discipline are obtained. -
Public service employment generally provides a job to the
job-ready when other opporturtitiesa re limited. OJT provides
a regular job., But the jobs for those receiving OJT and
classroom training are generally diffeyent, and the two
training methods %re rarely competitive.. OJT . is the.
customary way industry prepares people to do semiskilled

'Donald 'Nemec '1 001 Lobo Market Interment:on for Ma/power Progsam Planmnp." Cowen
4fampu.e. Repot, pi one. vol 3, 510 4, Moog (974
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jobs. Thus the jobs can be filled at the entry level by the
untrained, who Then move up by small skill increments in an,
internal labor market Classroom training is the almost
universal approach to preparation for those jObsowhere an
employer expects't he employee to have the skills to do the job
before obtaining it. Td use classroom training to prepare fo r a
job more customarily learned by OJT implies that either the
enrollee has special disadvantages, to be compensated for or
classroom .trainingis being misused.

Cautions to Program Designers

In planning classroom training programs designed to meet
the real needs, aspirations, and expectations of enrollees,
prime sponsors sihould seek the counsel of both community -
based representatives and business and industrial leaders.
Doing so lessens the risk that prime sponsor plans may be
based upon unsupported assumptions. An unfortunate
occupational trait of some program planners is making
assumptions about bosh the individuals most in need of
services and employer needs. But assumptions will not do
where true assimilation of these individuals is required. The:
program designer must be fully aware of and sensitive to the
cultural backgrounds and person al needs of the client groups
and to the employer's first requirement to make a profit or to
achieve the mission of the institution. .

Industry Involvement

SPrplanners assumthat disadvantaged minority people
cannot enter into and work within the established business
organizations and that business and industry are not really
interested in hiring previouly disadvantaged minority
workers. Such assumptions limit the occupational opportuni-
ties of the most severely disadvantaged to the lowest level
jobs, public service jobs, and other stop-gap employment
measures.

in designing classroom training, prime sponsors need to
create a "marriage" between business and industry and
training. But marria
sharing in the decis

ges not based upon true dialogue and
ion-making process have a way of

disintegrating. It is true in the husband and wife relationship,
and it is also true in planning

rt
training. Leaders of business

and industry can be
training only if they

true partners with those engaged in
are in a position to influenCe training

designs at the policy and decision-making levels. Leaders of
business and industry
realizing the goals of

largely determine the possibility of
training. As employers, they represent

both the existing labor market and whatever changing labor
market trends will determine the job market of the future.
Classroom training that is not related to employer needs at
every step of the training path is almost predestined to

preordained to failure in meetinglhe real human resource and
labor market needs of society.

Writing of the need to involve business and industry more
closely in CETA`prime sponsor activities, Larry M. Blair,
Gary deMik, and John Doggette urged:

Prime spoilsors must work to include business and industry management
as a resource used in the local manpower delivery system while at the same
time 'demonstrating that CETA and the prime sponsor are important
resources to be used by employers

To achieve viable business involvement in local manpower services
programs. the manpower administrator must generate training activities that
meet employers' hiring requiremints The ntanpower administrator twist
alst; work to expand the awareness of business and industrial management
concerning how manpower serviceaare delivered. how this affects private
firms in terms of labor force quantity and quality, and why 'tininess
participtitkit is essential for developing And maintaining effective, locally-
controllefiftpower programs.t

The mithors further urge "the deVelopment of an ad hoc
business ',immunity adviiory committee to the prime
sponspiterhaps using the local office of the National
Alliamle °I-Businessmen or some similai group as an initial
source of contacts which will "permit the interchange of
iclekand Information, and provide a base for obtaining a
viable business representation on the manpower phinning
council." The functions of such an ad htic advisory group
would include: Providing input of employers' reviews -or
manpower activities; presenting and reviewing changes that
will improve the prime sponsor's relations with business;
providing general review of, manpowi ki. programs and the
comprehensivmanpowet plan: making suggestions for new
directions in manpower programs; providing contact with the
total business and industry conimunity; selecting the business
representatives for the manpower planning councils."7

As mentioned earlier, a cardinal principle of the OIC
training philosophy has-been insistence upon a close working
alliance between training activities and the employer
community. To ensure such a relationship, the OIC national
drganization.is connected with three groups of representa-
tives from the business and industrilt community, The
Naticinal Industrial Advisory Council (NIAC) is comprised of
top level executives from the nation's leading corporations,
NIAC members participate in the formulation of OIC
;Oblides, review problem areas; assess progfam performance,

and serve as advocates on behalf of OIC training within the
private sector. The National Technical Advisory Committee
(NTAC) is comprised of other high-level executive staff of
each member company in NIAC. NTAC members are able to
maintain a closer continuous contact with the OIC program,
and 'the committee is divided into subcommittees covering
such areasaas finance, government relations, public relations,
fund raising, and managemedt training. The Industry
Technical Assistance Contact (ITAC) is an extension of the
NIAC network into local communities which establishes

gm* M Mr. Guy &MA. and John Dowese, "Immune lemon and industry Involvement n
CETA Pane Sponsor Among:a." A4teereni. vol I. No I. Detester 076. p 54
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contact .between industry representatives in local areas and
local OIC executive directors. Through ITAC, technical
assistance and advice is provided at the local level, in the hope
of ensuring the relevance of OIC classroom training to local
labor market needs.8 Some local OIC's' have their own
Industrial Advisory Councils and Technical Assistance
Committees.

N
The Nature' of Disadvantagement

Not only must classroom training content and design serve
the real needs, expectations, and aspirations of present and
potential employers, but careful consideration must also be
given to which occupational 'areas are best taught in the
classroom training setting. Classroom training is not
necessary for some occupational skill areas; nor is it always a
practical method for teaching certain vocational skillstPrime
sponsors Anus( decide whOh indiiiduals and what occupa-
tional skills areas are bets suited to classroom training and
which groups of individuals should receive training priority.
The optimum goal for classroom training,programs would be
to enroll the most severely disad yantaged in skills training for
occupational areas in greatest demand which also provide
maximum wages and opportunities for advancement. But
that optimum goal must be tempered by other considerations.
The term "disadvantaged," while calling attention to the
needs of those most abandoned by society's institutions and
mostt gripped by hopelessness and despair, is nevertheless
both nebulous and deceptive as a description of those persons
who should be among the piimary target groups for
classroom training. The term "disadvantaged" is frequently
viewed as a synonym'for "hardcore 'unemployed."

Again, Donald W. Menzi has called attention to the "myth
of the 'hardcore' inemployed" as describing the "true
constituency of manpower training efforts." Menzi illustrates
the "myth" by citing an example from the neighborhood in
which he lives. In his neighborhood, there is a mall in the
middle of the street where the park benches are frequently
occupied by pertons who appear to be addicted to alcohol or
drugs; Across the street, there is a large fast-food restaurant
where yountblacks work behind the counter at Minimum-
wage, dead-end jobs. And across the street from the
restaurant is a large bank where many black youth are also
working behind the counter in a work environment that

'encourages learning new skillyand offers possibilities for
advancing up the career ladder. Menzi continues:

The realoy of manpower training is illustrated inth1ap between the lunch
counter and the bank counter. The pp between the perk bench and the bank
teller's cage is a much greater margin. requiring very specialized manpower
training efforts. There is a great deed for such specialized programs. But the
perpetuation of the myth that manpower training is primarily designed ;o
rehabilitate the 'hardcore' unemployed and make them into bank tellers is. I
believe, damaging to manpower training efforts in Iteneral, The myth is not
true. and a credibility gap is created

'Asdason. 00 at. ,J0011S
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Thus, there are levels of disadvantagement that must be
considtred in establishing- target groupi fOr classroom
training efforts. Prime sponsors must recognize and admit
that classroom training programs cannot and will not serve
everyone who. falls within the "disadvantaged" category.
Those who have alcohol or drtig abuse problems, or who are
in met hdone maintenance therapy evert though they are
among the "hardcore" unempldyedwill not be readily
accommodated or adequately served by- regular classroom
training,programs. Their needs are special, requiring a very
specialized set of supportive services, and their training
should be conducted by agencies that have adopted such a 4

,specialized role and whose staff members reflect such
specialized expertise

But at the same time, caution must be exercised so that
'rules and guidelines do not encourage or build in exclusion.
Accountability and raluation requirements must not
exclude those, among the disadvantaged who could be served
by regUlai classroom training programs but whose degree of
disadvantagement might require a longer period ortraining.
While accountability and evaluation are necessary in
determining which classroom training programs are using
their funding allocations effectively to meet their stated goals
in the established training time'frames, such accountability
Can be a two-edged sword. It is a blessing to an agency really
doing its job, a means of documenting training success, but it
is at the same time a temptation to build in assured success
mechanisms. The necessity of obtaining funds can be a
temptation toward selectivity; that is, "creaming" applica-
tions so that only those who have a' high probability of
successful completion are accepted into the classroom
training progiam. If a classroom training program is required
to place 75 percent of its enrollees on jobs and further
required to show a 75 percent job retention rate, the initial
enrollment procedure is likely to reflect a conscious
awareness that the program can afford only a 25 percent
margin of error.

Within the wider category of the unemployed, prime
,sponsors should seek to identify specific target groups of
disadvantaged persons who would benefit from classroom
training, particularly. those who .are unemployed or
underemployed (even though employed full or part time)
because they lack marketable skills. During times of
unusually high unemployment, the ranks of the unemployed
will even include numbers of young people who are college
graduates. They need jobs rather than more classroom
training. Their major probletn is a depressed job, market
rather than a lifelong depression' of opportunity.

Specific target groups for classroom training efforts would
include youth and young 'adults (particularly high school
dropouts or pushdruts), persons over the age of 45, welfare
recipients and members of welfare families, persons with
limited English-speaking ability, veterans, handicapped
persons, ex-offenders, ex-addicts, and unemployed heads of
households. The "hardest core" of the unemployed may not
be reptelented in such target groups, but they certainly
represent special needs within the larger category of the
vocationally disadvantaged. Classroom training efforts.
should be judged and'evaluated (and funded or refunded) on
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the grounds of how well they have served the needs of the
particular target groups identified, -rather than by the impact
classroom training has had upon the total economic climate
and labor market picture of a particular community. Such
total impact is beyond the scope and control of classrobm
training or any other employment and training effort.
Fluctuations in the economy and the labor market are caused
by, forces beyond the control of classroom training, and
manpower resources are -never sufficient to be the dominant
deciding factor in economic change.

For Which Occupational Skills?

In deciding which occupational skills should be taught in a
classroom setting, program planners must consider three
factorstraining and equipment costs. space for training,
and the real requirements for occupational expertise. Some
jobs obviously do not require any formal training at all and
are consequently at the lowest rungs of the occupaticinal
ladder. For example, a -messenger, an elevator operator. an
assembly line worker. or a person peffbrming any one of a
number of "button-pushing" jobs does not need classroom
training for any kind of structured training) to successfully do
the job, Other job require learning and promotion orthejob
and are, aCcessible only by starting at the bottom.

Classroom training is suited to those occupational skill
areas where proficiency requires the mastery of cognitive
skills rather than for in combination with) purely mechanical
skills. If 50 percent or more of training for a pasticular
occupation requires mastering cognitive skills, the classroom
setting is appropriate. An auto mechanic, an electrician, or a
bricklayer must first understand basic theory in his or her
occupational skills area before mastering additional mechan-
ical skills. On the other hand, workers who push buttons or
assemble parts and are not required to understand the
functioning intricacies Of the machines they are operating
have no need for classroom training.

The cost of training equipment and the space required to
acceinmodate it are further considerations in deciding which
occupational areas can best be taught in a classroom setting.
The cost an&maintenance of equipment solely for training
purposes is vet), expensive and often a prohibitive cost factor,
even if such equipment could be easily accommodated in a
classroom setting. And some equipment is too bulky and
cumbersome, even if the expense of purchase and main-
tenance could bi managed. For example, crane operators,
truck divers. or ferry boat operators are not likely to learn
their trae& in the classroom. They need on-the-road, water,
or construction site training,

But less bulky equipment often is still too expensive to be
used exclusively for classroom training. Computer training is
a prime example. Most, planners of classroom training
programs would find the cost prohibitive if,they considered
purchasing the necessary eqilipment for teaching computer
skills. A thorough and intensilyesomputer training program

,

requires a computer at the complete disposal of classroom
trainees. That's a prohibitive cost factor. But a classroom
training program, in computer skills can be created by
effecting a working "marriage" between a classroom training
program and a computer manufacturer such as IBM. The
company can afford the cost of the equipment but would find
the personnel costs prohibitive if it set up its own computer
training program for the disadvantaged. A cost effective
arrangement comes into being when the classroom training

-program picks up the staff and training cost, while the
company provides the necessary.equipment. As a result, both
"marriage partners" are happy. The classroom training
program is able to priovide valuable skills training to its'
disadvantaged clientele, and the company has a reliable
future source of adequately trained potential new employees.

10

The Qualifications of Instructors

Two further preconsiderations to setting up effective
classroom training programs deserve mention the selection
and training of teachers. administrators, and managers for
the programs and the payment of stipends 'to the enrollees.

Teachers whose training and experience have been
grounded in other educational institutions and settings may
need retraining and reorientation in order to serve effectively
in classroom training programs. Such retraining and
reorientation may involve learning a new edu tion
philosophy, new teaching methodologies, new itudes
toward students, and new communication skills. assroom
training instruction must always be geared to occupational
application, with the intent of., producing employable
graduates possessing marketable skills and with the
knowledge that skills must be upgraded in accord with
changing labor market demands. Rather than encouraging
students to pursue high grades, classroom training pursues
individual students, encouraging them to make the grade in
the world of work.

Thus, teachers who are new to the classroom training
setting often must learn to speak a new language. They must
direct their teaching communication to the specific and
unique needs of each student, recognizing that the success of
their work as teachers is marked by the successful placement
of each student in the'world of, work..

Potential administrators and managers of classroom
training programs are also often Ill prepared by prior
experience to fulfill their special respolisitilities. They must
be trained and equipped to meet the hard demands of cost
effectiveness and training accountability. They must learn to
live with the pressures and meet the demands of specific
numbers of students trained and placed on jobs in specific--c
time frames, and they must also learn to reconcile themselves
to the reality that they cannot breathe a sigh of relief when
training and placement are completed. The miontion rate of
classroom training pa tes is the final Treasure of the
success. or failure of a progr m.
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Stipends: To Pay or Not To Pay? i

Directly related to a reorientation concerning how teachers
teach disadsantaged students and how managers administer
classroom training programs is a change in attitude as to
how thoie students are motivated to learn. Current policy
appeal's to be based on the following assumption. 11

.disadsantaged persons are going to be trained for some kind
of employment, they must be paid stipends for receiving that
training. Since money talks in our society. the presupposition
is that immediate dollars in the pocket will provide the best of
all possible deentives for training. Such an assumption
presupposes either a generally low level of motivation and
self-esteem or a universal need for immediate income.

Prior to the CETA legislation. OIC had a policy of not
paying stipends, to classroom training enrollees.
Stipend incentives were viewed as antithetical to OIC's self-
help and motivational emphasis. The refusal to pay stipends
clearly differentiated OIC training from government
operated prograts. Under CETA, all program service
delivery agents must accept participants who receivestipends,
unless the prime sponsor waives that requirement for some,
stipend categories. Welfare recipients, for example. are not
subject to waiver.

Stipend allowances represent only a whisper in our money
talking society. but they still present a problem for classroom
training. Stipend allowances are paid at the rate of $2.10 an
hour for up to thirty-five hours of training per week.
(Trainees with more than two dependents also receive $5 a
week for each additional dependent up to four, or a maximum
of S20 for six or more dependents.) Welfare recipients,
regardless of welfare category, are paid an "incentive"
allowance of $30 per week. Classroom training enrollees who
draw unemployment insurance (U I) benefits receive stipends
that, when added to the UI benefits. equal the maximum
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CETA stipend allowance. Veterans receive botIi_vetera.ns
benefits and CETA allowances, regardless of the total.

Even though stipend,payments are not a "get rich quick"
scheme for classroom training enrollees. stipends can work to
the letriment of motivational goals. The motivational grids
of classroom training are to inspire each student to acquire an
employable skill and to be eager to put that skill to use in the/
world of work. In most instances, studen4 will begin in entry
level jobs in their particular occupational area in the hope that
promotion and advancement opportunities will follow in d 'e
time. Adding training stipends to other benefits received py
some classroom training students creates a situation in which
those students will have to take a cut in pay to accept an edtry
level job at the end of the training period. Such a financial
sacrifice is hardly an "incentive." Willingness to accept a pay
cut after training is usually found only among those who
choose religious or social service careers. But classroom
training students have not taken a vow of poverty. They have
experienced the devastating cycle of poverty, and the decision
to enter classroom training represents a personal vow to get
out.

Strategic support for individual students would. be more in '
tune with the OIC motivational concerns than would blanket
stipend payments. The special needs of students could .be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and financial support Could
be designed to enable a student to complete training. Stipend
payments should never be so high that completing training,
and being placed on a §ob will be a financial let down.
Strategic stipend support represents the same ,.kind of
reorientation required of teachers in the classroom; namely,
looking at the personal, individual needs of each student and
responding to those needs. However, that option is not
available to prime sponsors for most population groups in
training.
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3. INGREDIENTS OF CLASSROOM TRAINING.

The recipe for successful classroom training contains the
following ingredients: Client-centered, individualized instruc-
tion; employment-related personal counseling; team training
and assessment; and internal accountability and feedback.
When those ingredients are mixed thoroughly, and sprinkled
with a liberil dose of true commitment, the resulels a
classroom training program "that's really cookie'!"

Client-Centered Instruction

Training techniques and concepts. curriculum materials,
classroom procedures, and built-in structures for account-
ability are all important and contribute to the successful
training piocess. But all are subordinate to the attitude, the
commitment, the motivation, and the sense of purpose of
trainers and the agencies in which skills training takes place.
The OIC experience suggests that, if there is a substantial
qualitative difference in training at various agencies
throughout the country, it is less likely to be measured by the
usual statistical modes of evaluation than it is to be found in
the personal,.day-by-day operational experience of trainers
themselves.

What It Is

The quality of training can be expected to be reflected in
statistical results but not measured by them. The
commitment, motivation, determination, and zeal of trainers
will undoubtedly produce superior results in such statlistically
measurable areas as cost per trainee, number of *rsons
trained in a given time period, successful job placement, and
retention rates. But those statistics are no m ore a true measure
of quality than are membership rolls a measure of the social.
value and service of a church, fraternal organization, or civic
group.

Individialized, client-centered instruction is at the core of
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any successfidilassroom training progra in. Althoughspecific
training technittftes and methodologies are employed in the
process, the important ingiedients are attitudinal and
motivational. IndWidualization embraces. both "personal-
izing" and "humaniting" the training process. Client-centered
instruction means simply that the clieptobe traineeis
indeed at the center of the training pincess and that all
administrative, managerial, structural, :and methodological
decisions stem from that recognized focal point.

What makes individualized instruction truly personal is an
'attitude of respect and concern on the part nf trainers a
genuine respect for the rights and feelings of trainees,
accompanied by compassionate concern for. their prOblems
and needs as individuals. Training that remains dispassionately
aloof from home, family, financial, and other environmental
pressures experienced by trainees (which indeed may be
overwhelming barriers to the learning process) cannot cor-
rectly be called "personalized" instruction. The labels Indi-
vidualized," "personalized," or "one-to-one" training may be
technically correct. But apart from an attitude of true concern,
such labels merely identify a process rather than mold and
ttring out a trainee's true potential and personal identity.

The Trainer's Attitude

Openness and caring are the marks of client-centered
training. An openness requires both the ability and the
willingness to li.itert. A trainer who is a willing listener
is one who not only hears a trainee's problem but also is
willing and committed to helping solve (or at least alleviate)
that problem. The trainer should seek to remove external
barriers to the learning process. Thus, the self-interests of
both the trainer and the trainee are served. The trainer can do
his or her job; the trainee is freed to receive that training.

-Openness and caring further require adopting a nonjudg-
mental attitude. Trainers in community-based employment
and training agencies are dealing with clients who have
received negative societal judgments all their lived. Those
directing their prior educational experiences have abandoned
them with the judgment that they are slow, uncooperative,
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incsitrigible. or incompetent. The welfare bureaucracy sees
them in terms of statistics on persons who make no
contribution to social productivity Some 'have been so
buffeted by negative judgment, rejection. and abandonment
that they have run afoul of the law. ending up behind prison
bars or on probation or parole

Trainers should view those negative factors in a trainee's life
as experiences rather than -faults. Trainers must seek to
establish and communicate a training environment where a
trainee's past life experiences are neither perceived as faults
nor judged negatively. Honest and sincere client- centered

. training can take place only in such an enviroarrient.
Although the trainer and the training environment must be

accepting and nonjudgmental. such openness must not be
marked by permissiveness and a lack of discipline or definite
standards of expectations. Claisroom training staff should be
"buffers rather than "crutches." The classroom training
environment should be a support system, not a Playground or
a carousel for those individuals who specialize in the revolving
door practice of "in One program and out the.ot her." A truly
supportive role requires both encouragement alid admoni-
tion, when appropnate. Growth, discipline, and achievement
are interrelated. For example. trainers who care about
trainees cannot simply tolerate or overlook absenteeism. They

'Will be obsessed with determining the cause of a trainee's
absence and will seek to correct the fault, whether the blame
falls upon the trainer, the trainee, or social and environmental
pressures.

The Language Problem

Thus, individualized client-centered training that is also
personalized requtres a determined effort ctn the part of
trainers to see that trainees hear according to their own
language. A sympathetic understanding and empathy with the
life experiences of trainees, with their experiential and
existential world view. is absolutely essential to determining
the appropriate language for instruction.

The most obvious example, of course, is instruction in
English as a second language; The client - centered' trainer will
begin with the familiar language:the native ton e, teaching
the trainee what he or she needs to know in that language.
After those communication skills necessary f
being successful are mastered in the familiar to
then be translated into the less familiar second I
training wilt enable pi-Amore employerrorjo
to hear trainees speaking in the native tongue f the world of
employ nt.

But t e same principle Also applies whelk training in The role of the counselor in
communication skills does not involve a "second" or"foreign" deserves special mention. The cou
language. The jargon of the ghetto is a "foreign" tongue to ambiguous and ill-defined ln th
many prospective employers. Trainers who are committed to center program under $DTA,

--- teaching
o-

ommmunication lkillsx(rather than merely offering Walsh pinpointed the counselin
instructnn in grammar, sentence strycture, and so-called center counselors universally re
"proper' English) will begin with the familiar and move on to 4. advocates: their disciplinary f
the new. For example, a communicatiovicills class might use
poetry as' a teaching method. Traineeabwould be encouraged*

coping and
gue, they can
nguag. Such
interviewers

to wnte their own poems, using colloquial langu ge and
familiar experiences. The work produced by trainee would
then be used as a base for exploring and understan mg the'
work of other poets, such as Langston Hughes and illiam
Shakespeare. By beginning with the familiar fsOnOte ad the
perhaps all-to-familiar and painful pe I, ex pgyienees.

"slings and arrows of outrageous cIrtutle" *come
comprehensible! - .

,,s !,f
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Team Teaching and Asse Went

I a

Team teaching is also a mark of the successful ilassroony-0
traininj program. Teachers, cothispors. and job phicem t

specialists work in unison on then! comMoil client-cent ed

goal.. Honest listening to the n ds, appfehensions and
Aspirations-of trainees combin with a Clear train g_goal
-- enables the client-centered to to work togethe for the
general welfare and total development Hof the individual/
trainee. Team training means that neither the; training/
experiences of trainees nor the structures and methpdologietl
of the agency are schizophrenic. Each service provided to a
ingividual trainee is part of atOntegrit4 hole; t e
interrelated training services combine to:ftgalt classr e m
training goal. j Y

In a classroom training prograq wh e team-tra ing
spirit is truly and operationally Itomitiant. the con of
"team" soon takes on more of the qualities t is a
common experience in any family forjall of tke ener s and
attentions of family members t9 bd dirocted toward a w born
baby. The family itself to meet Andserve the ne is of the
newest 'arrival.

ln like manner, in a lassroOm training progr
team spirit prevails, all aff members recognite th
meeting the needs o trainees. Program' sir
administrative decisions are based upon the re
the program exists for the sole purpcist of
training trainees and placing them on jobs/
trainees realize their interdependence. 'ream
in a truly client-centered way because they'
because of the trainees that they have a jo

F
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intense debate. Those who argued against the role of
counselors as disciplinarians insisted that an enrollee was not
likely to seek advice and unburden his or her personal
problems to a "truant officer" who had previously cost the
enrollee a day's pay for being absent

The role and purpose of counselors remain ambiguous in
too many classroom training programs and must be clearly
defined. As with all other personnel in the classroom training
program, counselors must see their primary purpose as that of

',enabling a trainee to function on a job in the world of work.
!The primary focus of counseling must be vocational rather
Than therapeutic. Clasiroom training counselors must
tcognize that their responsiblity is to get a person into a job.

6 3 Much of the confusion in the counseling role can be
cliarifjed. by dropping the titje "counselor" and substituting

ployment advisor:" When counselor, employment ad-
Ts see successful job placement as their_kiltimate goal, they
reAize that no individual malady is terminal. They will

redoinize the personal problems of trainees as barriers to
successful entry into the world of work and deal with those
prOblerns in that context. Rather than tampering with a

trainee's, psyche. counselor, employment advisors will seek to
"psych up the trainee" for the world of work.

S.

Ackountability and Feedback

A classroom training progrie that exists solely to serve
trainees will organize itself according to the needs of its
clientele, rather than insisting that trainees adjust their
schedules and their lives to meet agency requirements. For,
example, the open entry, open exit training structure is a
structural witness to client-centered training. Trainees must
be able to enter training at the closest possible proximity to
that moment when they decide they want to be trained. And
that spontaneity and sense of immediacy must be retained
throughout the training process. Whenever and at the precise
moment that a trainee is ready, he or she must be able to move
directly into the world of employment. For the clientele served
by community-based classroom training programs, trainingis
Crisis training. As in political crises, a sense of urgency le
present and Should permeate the training process.

Classroom training that is truly client-centered,in structure
and in purpose will recognize the necessity of both
accountability and feedback. Two kinds of accountability are
required of classroom (raining staff internal and external.
External accountability is that which is reported to public
fund g sources. Such accountability gives statistical evidence
that he contractual requirements have been fulfilled
num r of persons trained and placed on jobs, retention rates,
cost per trainee, and so on.

On the other hand. internal accountability and feed back are
family matters. They are the means by which a classroom
training program tests its goal against its actual service.

Internal accountability and feedback seek to measure the
fulfillment of the contractual obligation a classroom training
program has.dwith its students. Internal accountability and
feedback are the means used to check the program's
promissory notes to trainees.

Internal feedback is rather simple. If you want to know
whether or not the real needs of trainees are being met, ask the
traineesthemselves. If the right training environment has been
established, and if trust, openness, and reciprocity have been
achieved, trainees will feel free and willing to give honest
answers. In like manner, the best way to find out about trainee
performance on the job 1-to test the success of training as
actual job preptratipri is,to ask employers.

Internal accountability is also a team function. Measuring
the job readiness and ernploiability of a trainee (both
psychologicat'and vocational} l requires a "team tracking"
effort on the part of each team mem ch shared,
accountability strengthens the function of, the team,' if the
client-centered focus is maintained. That is a team member
cannot blame a client's unreadiness upon the failure of a
colleague to do his or her job. Internal bickering and "buck -
passing" are in reality breaches of contract with the individual
trainee, The'classroom training program and its staff exist to
perform a training function. Trainee failures are to be seen at
program failures, and the training team must re-group its
energies and efforts to eliminate the cause of failure. 4

1! 4.4
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Esprit de Corps

As mentioned earlier, the classrOom t rainingspirit is at least
as important as the techniques, methodologies, acid structures
used. It is very'difkult to structure motivation or construct a
flow chart for inspiration. Whatever term is chosen to
des?ribe a spirit-filled classroom training process, be it
"behavior modification," "self-actualiiation," or whatever=
we're really talking about ,a process orefonversion. We'-re
talking about people changiig. When the spirit is present in a,
classroom training program, trainers are gripped by it and
their jobs become morsthan occupations. They come to work
when they might be tempted to call in sick. They stay late and
can't wait to get to work the next ,morning.

The ?pirit,is infectious. Trainees catch it from their trainers
and the training environment. T Key finifthemselves, perhaps
for the first time, in the presence of people ttlio really care,
who really understand. Fears anti frustrations melt away. Old
habits are replaced by new self-images. The classroom
training conversion occurs when the recognition
internalized: "I am somebody! Now let me cdnce e on
becoming the person I want to be." The structure developed
'by OIC for dealing with thisolotivational aspect of classroom
training is called the Feeder Program. lt,precedes vocational
skills instruction in the OIC model, and it can embody the
spirit-filled classroom if errtpathy and commitment Of staff are
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' present. Leon H. Sullivan, OIC founder and national
chairman of. OIC's of America, has described the Feeder
program as follows:

Included as a critical part of air OIC training is the special preparation
called the Feede Program Each person who enters the OIC training
program is required to enroll first in this attitudtnal motivationapiogram
This prevocational trainini provides the foundation necessary for many
trainees to (I) accept the idea of going to school', (2) understand basic com-
municative and computational skills, and (3) be motivated to a point where
a more than reasonable certainty can be established that he will remade on a
job once trained and placed . After this prevocational training, the
trainees are "fed" into thevocatio nal traminkcoArses of their selection. From
this action comes She "Feeder Program" name 11

Although the. 01C Feeder Program concep't has been
appropriated by many other agencies, it is seldom
implemented in the totality of its thrust toward serving the
whole individual, The feeder concept is more than remedial

, education, although remed lesion is part of it. Communication
and computational skills are taught emphasizing the
terminology and mathematics used in specific occupational
areas along with such specialized training courses as
General Educational Development, Adult Basic Education,
civil service preparation, and English as a second language. In 1,
addition, feeder instruction includes such subjects as minority
history, good grooming and health ,habits, contamer
education, and methods of job search.

A total feeder program is designed to bring about petsonal
renewal. Remedial instruction is combined with exhoRatfon
concerning the self-worth, value, and dignity of each
individual Instruction in ethnic history, for example, is-one
way oftistilling personal and cultural pride. When the feeder

"Leon H Sallow) Ahrrotor, 10 Oesporr (Valley Pow. Pa' .194011 Press 1972) p 23

P

program is successful, it not only "feeds" trainees into
vocational instruction but also "feeds" reborn individuals
back into society people with new skills, new self-images,
and.new outlooks on life.

16

Interagency Linkages

A final ingredient of classioom trainin4 is the recognition
by program operators that they cannot do the complete job,
independently and alone. Classroom training is only one parr -

of serving the needs of the whole person. Classjoomtraining
programs should be linked to other agencies, institutions, and
supportive services. They can benefit greatly from linkages to
community colleges, to placement services, to on-the-job
training programs, or to agencies designed to serve persons
with special problems, needs, or handicaps.

But when such linkages are formed, the cliept-tentered
concept must always continue to prevail. No matter how
many different agencies provide services for a particular
trainee, there must always be clear lines delineating the
ultimate resporisibility for the individual client: The client
must never get lost in a shuffle between agencies. When that
happens, linkage becomes leakage and the client goes down
the drain, ' /..

The sole purpose Any lin ka0 between classroom training
programs and other agencies or institutions is to better serve
the,needs of the individual client. Linkages are formed to meet
client heeds rather than program or institutional pr,
managerial needs. Too often the reverse is true. Some-
profram administrators seek linkages with other institutions,.
agencies, and services to make thei own jobs easier or their
program statistics look better, rather t an as a further answer
to the all - important question (which is the' ole rationale for
any linkage): "How can I better serve the real needs of this
individual client'?"

20.
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4..A:PROF4 OP CLASSROOM TRAISTING

Having identified the methodological ingredients and
emphasized the spirit that must infuse methodology and
inspire those who apply techniques. let us now attempt a
thumbnail sketch of classroom training. A clear understand-
ing of those structures and practicalities that contribute to
successful classroom training is important. The bone and
marrow of the successful classroom training program are the
training environment and the program structure.

The Training Environment

Thetraining "claisroom must always be consciously work-
related and job-oriented. The vocational skills classroom is a
work station where'learning takes place. Every aspect of the
classroom must be directly related to the actual wo?k'setting
trainees will enter after their training is completed. In other
words, the ciassroom is a simulated on-the-job training setting
where real job duties are performed. The training institution is
the "employer," and the instructors are "work supervisors."

For example, in a secretarial skills classroom, trainees would
occupy their own desks, with telephones and typewriters, just
as they will after they are employed as secretaries in a real
office setting. In the classroom, the teacher would be the
supervisor of the "secretarial pool," and students would
perform assignments that are also real job duties required by
the "employing" agency (typing memos, preparing correspond-
ence, taking dictation, and so on). An automotive Skills
classroom would be a simulated giirage, and the instructor
would be the shop supervisor. Trainees would learn t heir skills
while actually working on cars brought in by agency staff
mekriberi and others. The food services classroom would be
tOe cafeteria or dining room where agency staff members and
other trainees are served.

:' In every occupational skills training area, the classrooM
must emphasize realism and relevance. The classroom/work

4tation must provide real occupational experience before a

V

trainee is held accountable for his or hers kill perform-ance by
an employer in an actual work setting.

Instructors and' Job Relatedness

Just as the classroom must simulate a real work setting,
those who are ber4 qualified to provide relei,ant instruction in
real job requirements are persons who have had practical
experience. In the particular occupational skills area.
Practitioners of a particular occupation are better qualified to
provide vocational skills instruction than are persons who
have only academic acquaintance with the subject.

When program operators are recruiting instructors for
classroom training programs, they should canvass unions,
shops, contractors, and recently retired or laid-off persons for,
qualified personnel. Such experienced practitioners will need,
training in teaching methodologies and techniques; thus, itis
very important for classroom training programs to have
active, ongoing staff training components. Also, classroom
training instructors should ptirs uet he necessary requirements

Jot certificatiesr to ensure a consistency, a corn inuity, and a
staltdard of quality in classroom training programs. But
certification should not be a pre-employment requirement for
potential teaching personnel. Such a requirement might
exclude many persons with practical knowledge and
experience who might later prove to be excellent instructors.

Job ?elatedness must also be emphasized from the very
beginning of prevocational skills training. Trainees must
receive a thorough briefing covering the full range, of the
various vocational skills areai offered ty the 'clastroom
training program The brieffigihould include a description of
the -job, sajary, and.,premtitionnl opportunities, a clear
assessment of the necessary qualifications and employer
expectations for such occupation, and an assessment of the
long-term potential of a particular odcupation in the future
labor market. Such a briefing enables ; trainee to make a
retooriable personal occupational choice. A trainee then

17
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begins the prevocational. (or feeder) instruction in the For example,nn automotive services training course Mitht
Accessary remedial and motiyatiortal areas with a clear offer a lult cluster,of skills such as brake specialist. carburetor

itoccupational g in mind. . mechanic. transmission machatiic. front-end specialist, And .

body repair. A trainee who chose to complete the full range of

Open EntO/Operi Exit .

Classroom.traminishould be structured on the principle of
open entry open exit. Open entry simply means that trainees
are able to enter training when they come to the classroom
training program and dO not have (await until the end of a
cycle os a semester beforct hey can enroll. Open exit means.
that trainees will leave the classro'om and enter the world of.'
work when they have '7,ached the desired level Of

employability:
The open entry open exit structure implies other structural

arrangements and training techniques. if traineesare ente g

and leaving the classroom training program according to
a timetable tailored to fit their individual needs and
employment goals. instruction and

their
must be highly

individualized. Cyrriculum should be trainee centered rather
than group orianted. and the student rather than the
instructor should be the focal point of all classroom actiVity:

During the intake process. when a potential trainee comes'
to the classroom training program. the individual's basic
employment goal should be identified and measured against
the program's capabilities for guiding the individual lowarqt
fulfillment of that goal. After the intake interview, an
individual may be accepted into classroom training.'
transferred to some other form of job development or direct
job placement. or referred to another agency whose services
might be more appropriate for a particular individual than
'those offered by the classroom training program. r

A specifV employability plan should be developed for each*
trainee who does enter the classroom training program. The
employability plan should establish specific confidence levels.'

t_which will be checked off as the individual student moves
along the training path toward goak.ettainment.

All staff members involved in the training and job
placement process should center their activities on thy'
individual student's employability plan. Classroom instruc-
tors will be "managers" of the employability plan. guiding
each trainee 'toward fulfillment of his or her specific
employment goal. Employment advisors will be at wail(
identifying jobs-that fit each employability plan so that there
will be employment for a trainee at the end of training. Such
job identification should begin as soon-as the trainee enters
[lie program so that a trainee can move directly into theworld
of work after training is completed.

The cluster concept is a key ingredient in the open exit
structure. It simply means that a cluster of skills and skill
leyels is offered in a particular occupational training course.
Trainees in such cluster courses have a choice of completing a
full range of skills in a particularoccupational area or moving
directly into employment after receiving training in only one
Will level.

..training AtIld emerge as a fully 'qualified auto mechanic and
body specialist. But a trainee would,also have the option of
choosing- to exit from trainiqg as a ciuglifie$ front -end
technician or tune-up mechanic and moving directly into ijob
utilizing that particular skill.

Thus. the open entry/ open exit structure seeks to move a
trainee from employment. under %mployment. or unemploy-
ability into the world of work within thelime frame and at the
level of expertise that suits the-felt needs of each individual
trainee. The 'open ',entry/ open exit concept views an
occu lonal skill area as a ladder There are a number of

on the ladder,different levels of occupationil
ualification and expertise just as there is a place in the
bor market for each skill level. Trainees who are pressured

by personal circumstance torstart earning a wage as soon as
possible should not be required to-climb to the tors of the
ladder before getting a 'Job.

18

Individualized InsirUction

lit the client-centered. open entry/open exit classroom,
indiyidualized instruction is perhaPs a misnomer for the
instructional method that. places the.student rather than the
teacher at the classroom tenter. The process might better Ete
described as individualized learning. 'Ttie instructor is not
only manager of the individual student's employability plan
but also a manager of learning (rather than a disseminator of
information).

Indiiidualized instructioon ,begins by determining what
skills a student brings with him or her Into the classroom,
either by stAndardized testing or a basic skills test developed
by the instructor.. These skills are matched against those skills
that the student must take out of the classroom tohlfill the
emPloyitient goal at the end of training.

The course outline and lesson plans are translated into a
series of necessary skills. The larger skill area should be
broken down into subdivisions, or modules, which* student
can master in a given period in the classroom. As individual
modules are mastered, they combine to form a cluster of skills
within the broader skill area. For example, if mathematics,
were the larger skill area o the classroom training course.
addition, subtraction, multiplich ion, and diVision'w0iild
each be a module within the cluster of learning to manipulate
whole numbers. Of course, mastery of that cluster would be
only part of total proficiency in 'mathematics, Fractions
would also be broken down into' modules and clusters,.as'
would all other necessary mathematical skills.

Each module will be presented to the individual student in
terms of clear behavioral objectives. The ftudent will know in
specific terms what mastery of-a given module entails (e.g.,
completing nxbertain number of whole number addition
problems in a given time period or less and getting a specified

22
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number of the problems correct) Subdividing skills area
curriculums into modules and clusters allows students to learn-
ai their ilwri pace and le% el of comperen4 . Advanced students
will skip modules tht cover skills in u hich they have shown
proficieno in initial testing Slow learners will be able to work
un masters of modules without feeling a pressure to keezup
with rest of the class or without holding the rest ofhe

studentg at a learning standstill ,In the open entry structure.
the incliv,idualind modular Approach permits students to
begin immediately at their owntlevel of individual learning
need And also is an ins non method that permits other
students in the classroo to s are in the teaching process.
Students who have mast red certain modules can assist slower '
learners or new student

25
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5. PATTERNS FOR CLASSROOM TRAINING

To paraphrase body-buildmg_or weight-loss program
advertisements. classroom training can take place before,
during, or after employment. rhe capacities of trainees, the
needs of employers. and 'the demands of particular
occupations combine to determine which klassroom training
pattern is appropriate for which trainees aspiring to what
occupations. .

Pre-Employment Clasiroom
Training

The most basic classroom training pattern is that which
provides. all pre - employment instruction and experience
entirely in the classroom setting. Enrollees are' first tested,
both with regard to aptitude and to`determine what remedial
instruction is necessary before they can move into vocational
skills training During the remedial and vocational skills
training period. trainees are assisted by counselor/employ-

, -
ment -advisors in developing those work readiness attitudes
and disciplines that must necessarily accompany vocational
skills for a training graduate to be truly prepared for the world

-of work.
In .so me classrqm training programs. all aspects of the

fraiMng process (testing, counseling, remedial and vocational
skills instruction, and job placement).are handled under one
roof; in other programs, different services are parceled out
Among agencies. But whether the comprehensive single
-project or the multi- agency approach is used, the classroom
'training pattern is the same. Trainees receive instruction and
work readiness preparation, they apply their newly acquired
skills, and they develop self-confidence in their own expertise
before having their performance tested in 'the actual job
situation.

This pattern of classroom training allows trainees to spin
off into full-time employment or into other kinds of training

. approaches. For example,-some OIC traineesspin off into on-
the-job training programs after they have completed their
training in the Feeder Program. The motivational,

71
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attitudinal, and remedial instruction f received during the
Feeder Program is sufficient to enable students to receive on-
the-job training in some occupations.

Sometimes on-the-job training is built into the complete
classrooin training cycle, with the assurance that students will
be permanently employed at the end of the full training cycle.
For example, a twenty week training cycle will include twelve
weeks of classroom training and eight weeks of-on-the-job
training.. During the on-the-job training phase, students are,_
subsidized for half of the salary paid by the employer, and
they become full-time, unsubsidized employees after the full,
cycle is completed. ,

Pre-employment classroom training is particularly suited
for those trainees who are most in need of remedial

.instruction, who laek confidence and experience and are '
unfamiliar with the world of work, and who are most in need
of self-assurance before being tested in job performance. Pre-.
employment classroom training is also advisable for .those
occupational areas where making mistakes on the job would'
prove costly and harmful.. In such occupations, employers
cannot afford to have on-the-job trainees, but rather require
trained, tried, and tested personnel.

Classroom/ Work Experience
Training

In some occupational areas,. classroom training can be
successfully combined with work experience to the mutual
benefit of employers and trainees. Under such an arrange-
ment, trainees are subsidized for- a thirty -fibe hour work
and training week. Thirty houis,arb spent under close on- the-
job supervision, and five hours are, spent in the classrooM.
Thus, trainees have the experience of immediately applying
their newly acquired skills during their working hours, while
honing those skills in the classroom and .developing the
necessary proficiency for unsubsidized employment.
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rhe.classroom training and work experience combination
is particularly beneficial ere extra "hands and bodies are
needed by institutions pirticipaiing in the work experience
phase of the training experience and where learning by doing is
of equal salue to the cognititive ;kills learned in the
classroom But as with on-the-job training, the combination is
not suited to those occupational areas where the mistakes of a
novice would be costly, harmful, or otherwise detrimental

Post7Employment Training

rhe classroom training experience provides only an
introduction do the world of work. Most classroom training
prepares trainees only for entry level jobs. Even though this
function is vitally necessary (especially for the most severely
disadvantaged students), it is at the same time one of the
shortcomings of vocational skills training, Further training or
skills acquisition is required if employees are to receive pro-
motions into higher paying jobs and advance up the career
ladder. Some employers include on-going training as part of
the company policy and practice. but many employees must

ek such training on their own.
The classroom training function and responsibility' do not

end with the successful placement Of initial classroom training
graduates. The initial classroom training experience intro-
duces trainees to the world of work, and it also instills the_ _
rectlnirimi-thareniployabitity-requires-havint-markdablc
skills. Those who have learned that lesson should also realize
that _promotion up the career ladder requires the acquisition
of new skills. In addition. in our highly technological society,
old skills are often threateneti by obsolescence. To keep pace
with rapid change in the job requirements of some
occupational areas, former classroom training graduates

, must return to the classroom to upgrade their skills.
Thus, post-employment classroom training is a continuing

education program to bring old skills up tp date and to teach
higher level proficiency. Such training is usually conducted in
evening classes'so-that-trainees can continue to work while
they are upgrading their skills. Post-employment classroom
training is not a luxury item tacked onto,other classroom
training patterns but rather the fulfillment of the initial
commitment. Apart from post-employment classroom
training, the initial training experience will simply be a
process of moving the disadvantaged from the lowest stratum
of society to the lowest rungs of the occupational and career
ladders.

,Evaluation of Classrbem
Training

training efforts are .finally measured. Evaluation is an
indispensable tool for pnme sponsors and planning councils as
well as for program operators. It tells whether or no/ class-
room training programs have traveled the desired distance,
have measured up to expectations, are doing the best possible

training job with the available resources, and have
contributed substantially (or at least significantly) to the
employment opportunities and vocational growth of trainees

ti

Evaluation Levels

Under CETA, there are three essential and legislatively
mandated' levels of evaluationthe federal, the prime
sponsor.. and the program operation levels.12 At the federal
level. the Secretaryof Labor is responsible for a continuing \
evaluation of all programs and activities conducted under
CETA, gathering information frOm the several hundred
prime sponsors, evaluating it, and reporting to Congress. To
meet their own reporting requirements, (as well as to
determitte what programs merit continued funding), prime
sponsors -gather information, monitor local program
operations. and evaluate the effectiveness of the programs
conducted under their jurisdictions. Finally, program
operators must provide prime sp'onsors with evaluation
information demonstrating the cost effectiveness of their
particular programs, documenting their fulfillment of
contractural obligations, and answering other appropriate

-evaluative-questions:

. -

Evaluation Criteria

The criteria for evaluating a classroom training program
should be based primarily upon the specific goals and stated
purposes of the 'program and the resulting gains for the
clientele it chose to serve, The following questions represent,
valid measures of program achievement:

I. Were there jobs at the end ojrhellnejor classroom training
participants?
A valid measure of classroom training is the percentage of

trainees who are placed in unsubsidized employment at the
end of training. Such information indicates whether
classroom training was preparing trainees for real; existing
jobs in the labor market or whether it was simply
compounding frustration by providing them with an
unmarketable skill. Of course, consideration should also be
given to other kinds of positive terminations from classroom
training programs, such as enrollment in' higher level
education or training programs. Those who make a career of
jumping from one jraining program to another are not
positive. terminations. But those ,whose career appetite is
whetted by the claproom training experience and who are
inspited to seek higher levels of expertise reflect a positive

The final phase of classroom training is evaluationthe ,frank Roll) "illtRolcot 414410ml:44er the Corap7404m00 Emplo7=no sod rrsInmsAct of
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anitude about

Ali

ar mina] classroom training experience.
Evaluation shoold measure positive terminations against
niin-positive terminations (those w o drop out . of the
program orare unable 10 find-unsubs

1

iced employment)
2 tr liar land (1 pow-Iran:mg wages Jul astroom training

graduates receive
It is fair to expect that classroom training graduates will

receive higher wages than the) %bilk! hav'v rIceived if they had(
not participated in the training prograrii. the only 'truly
dependable measure of such gains is companion of the post-

, training wages of the enrollees with the wages,of a control
group having simitar characteristics and the same labor force
status at the time the enrollees entered the program. Flowever,
for purposes of internal evaluation it is sufficient to add toile
pre-training wage the normal trend occurring irr that labor
market for workers of those characteristicsand occupations
A good lest is whether the post-training wages are sufficiently
above probable earnings without training so that, if the
differential continued for seeral years. a trainee would be
better off than if he or she had simply beengiven the money
used for training.
3 What is the qualm bf the lobs in whtch classrloom training

graduates %I ere, placed" .

The desirabilityiand value of classroom training are called
into question if graduates are simply placed in entry level,
dead end jobs. It is fair to expect that classroom training
graduates will be placed in jobs that Offer promotional
opportunities and clear lines for career advancement. While it ,
is true iir clasyroom training graduates will lxigin at entry
level jo in many occupational areas, such jobs should be the.
bottom rung of an occupational ladder_rather than adead end
slot with no hope for the futuite. Ent6'level jobs shouisi be
stepping stones to advancement rather than millstones
holding workers back.

1

4. Do classroom training graduates stay on ON job'
Job retention is perhaps the best evaluative criterion,

because it reflects the satisfaction' of both the employer and
the employee Job retention measures the degree to which
both the motivational and vocational skills -aspects of
classroom training have been imparted and absoirbect
Classroom training graduates who' are both. skilled. and
motivated are likely to stay on the job. Their ability to do the
job and their new wage-earningcafacity will provide Personal
satisfaction,,and employers will be satisfied with their work
performance. .
5. Who participated to the classroom training' program?

It is also fair and validlo ask classroom training program
operators if they actually served the needs of those individuals
they set Out to serve. If a classroom training program set out to
serve disadvantaged persons with special needs (such as youth,
persons over 45, veterans, welfare recipients. and persons with
limited English speaking ability) but ended up providing a
vocational Bolding pattern for unemployed college graduates.

,quite obviously a hegdtive evaluation would be in order.
Evaluation should me adA the actual number of "target
group" members who were served by the classroom training

,

program., and that' number shottld, be weighed against the
number of "non-target group'yridiv 'duals svho graduated
him the Program t.

Alfas the program diet /US et? )

A cerhat objective of classroom training programs is le use
the limited resources available to provide effective service - to
the largest possible number of disadvantaged peisons. To do
so, program planners and operators must hold down costs
without comprodusing program elements that contribute to-
successful results for their clients. Hence a valid measure of
program effectiveness is total cost per trainee placed in
unsubsidized employment. Total cost includes all expendi-
ture for administrative. operational, and supportive Services
as well as trainee stipends.

A program may fulfill its stated goal of serving
disadvantaged persons and placing them in unsubsidized jobs
but also spend fifteen td twenty thousand dollars per trainee to
the process Such a prog am cost is clearly excessive.
Maximum cost per trainee p ced should not exceed three to
five thousand dollars...A cos standa"rd in this range should
enable a program to make th ost beneficiajose of its limited
funds.

Dangers of Inadequate Criteria

In Sum, evaluative criteria should be designed to measure
the actual performance of classrOom training programs1
against their planned objectives. Quite simply. evaluation
should seek to determine how well a classroom training
program did what *set out to .do. But there is h danger in
restricting evaluative criteria to measures of quantitative
results. An overemphasis upon numbers too often "numbs"
both prime4ponsors and program operators tothe quality of-
the training taking place.

Program operators soon learn the tricks of the training
trade with regard to providing quantitative evaluation
figures. Some learn to "doctor the data" and become so
obsessed with their statistical surgery that they ignore the
quality and content of their classroom progratfit.. Mon the
guidelines issued from the highest level of evaluation are
unclear. ambiguous, Or short-sighted, program operaibrs are
eneouraied to manipulate placement of figures.

For example, if definittons of *direct" and Indirect':
placements are vague, program operators will be able to
juggle the figures to present a positive total pictdre of
placement performance. As mentioned earlier, job retention
rates are the best indicators of the real value) quality, and
effectiveness of classroom training. But job retention rates are
worthwhile only if they are based upon a sufficient length of
time on the job. Evaluations based upon thirty to ninety day'
computations tell little about real, long-term job retention:
And such evaluations tell absolutely nothing about
promotional opportunities and career advancement.

Local prime sponsors should have flexibility in establishing
evaluative driteria for programs under their jurisdiction.
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When cost effectiveness and other quantitative measures are
the sole standard of evaluation, length of training. job
placement. and job retention become so paramount in the
minds of those whose performance is thus evaluated that they
may be encouraged to "cream" their clientele. That is, the
program accepts only those trainees who are likely to enha nce
evaluation statistics. The principle of "survival oft he fittest" is
too often applied with a new twist. The "uest" are accepted
as clients so that the program may "ifurvive" evaluation
requirements. Thus a denial of flexibility in prime sponsor
evaluations may work to the further disadvantage of the most
disadvantaged potential classroom training clientele and at
the same time discourage qualify and creativity in individual
classroom training programs. Program innovations that
might take longer but could produce a better trained client or
prograni approaches -designed to reach the heretofore
unreachable may become casualties of the demand for cost
effeciiveness and quantitative results.

Close and earnest evaluation of classroom training
programs is absolutely essential, and individual program
operators should be held accountable for die dollars they
spend. But there is moreto financial accountability thdir cost
effectiveness: Accountability means demonstrating a prudent
use of financial resources, and such accountability requires a
realistic assessment of actual human needs. Training quality
and true commitment to serving those most in need are not
likely to be measured by simple and rigid cost effectiveness
criteria. Classroom training programs may succumb to the
temptation to cream frprn-ihe top of the bottle of human
need, and the'veselting successful quantitative measures may
taste ever so sweet., but the rest of the bottle will turn sour.
Some flexibility should be allowed in evaluation guidelines so,
that homogenizing will replace creaming irrserving the real
needs of the most severely disadvantaged.

Writing in the October 1974, issue of;4dArrent, Frank
Reilly called attention to the inadequacy (and often
inaccuracy) of evaluative standards designed to measurer
quantitative results: .Because many local prime sponsors will not have trained manpowee

/Aspen's on their staffs, there will be a tendency to use extremely simplified
evaluation methodology There is an inherent danger in this approach, not
because a co/vitt-wed method. of Valuation is better than a ssmpk
evaluation. but because a simplified methodology may easily bring an
inaccurate valuation

There are inherent dangers in 01/er-reliance on cost benefit analysis as a
means of evaluating manpower training programs A major ingredient that is
lacking jn the evaluative data being gathered under CETA programming is
the eIMI.,-of concomuant benefits that are realizes! through manpower
training atom There are many concomitant benefits which do not appear on
the professional evaluators' graphs and tables or on the cog benefit analysts'f
charts and measurement devices The major benefit overlooked in the rush to .
put a price tag on every stage of the program is -hu man dignity Tht actual
and honest experience of unemployed, disadvantaged. and minority

individuab moving off the welfare rolls onto the employmenj ,rolls The
benefits that this movement creates are highly important to the tvaiwition of
a program's effectiveness 11

Reilly sees two "stages" of evaluation as'necessary and
operating side by side in measuring both quality and quantity:
"formative" evaluation, which assesses the quality of training
as it is going on, and "summative" evaluation, which measures
the end result. Formative evaluation is a tool for program
improvement, and summative evaluation is a measure of
program performance and fulfillment of contractual
agreement.

As in all other aspects of the classroom training process,
evaluation must be designed to serve the real needs of the
unemployed, the underemployed, and the unemployable.
Cost effectiveness is a must for classroom (raining programs
because the goal is to serve the maximum number of people in
acute need of training. But cost effectiveness standards must
never encourage program operators to exclude those whose
level of disadvantagement does not-allow them to keep up
with a pre-established pace; nor should financial accounta-
bility become a barrier to true concern for quality training.

Competition Among Training Services

A final means of evaluation, .which measures both
qualitative and quantitative 'results, is comparison among
classroom training programs. Too often local community-
based classroom training programs are eliminated, and class-
room training services are taken over by local governments
with the justification of "avoiding duplication of services."
With the unemployment rate alarmingly high for certain
groups and the chasm between poverty and 'privilege
widening, leaving large numbers of minority group people in
the-official ranks of poverty, there is certainly plenty of room
for healthy competition among classroom training programs
and a need for a "free enterprise" system to deliver
employment and training services.

A structured, conscious competition among classroom
training programs and other employment and training
delivery systems can result in better program performance by
all competitors. Parallel programs operating side by side can
keep individual program operators on their toes. And the real
beneficiaries of the pressures and demands of comparative
valuation are those most in need of quality classroom
aining services.
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